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Kh. S. Mamedov: Crystallographic patterns 
N. H. Gray: Symmetry in a natural fracture pattern: The origin of columnar joint networks 
V. I. Sokolov: Chirality in the world of stereochemistry 
M. Senechal: Geometry and crystal symmetry 
H. S. M. Coxeter: The generalized Petersen graph G(24,5) 
Z. Slanina: An interplay between the phenomenon f chemical isomerism and symmetric requirements: 
A perennial source of stimuli for molecular structure concepts, as well as for algebraic and 
computational chemistry 
L. M. Johnson: Milton's mathematical symbol and theodicy 
A. L. Loeb: Symmetry in court and country dance 
B. Griinbaum, Z. Griinbanm and G. C. Shepard: Symmetry in Moorish and other ornaments 
J. Kappraff: The geometry of coastlines 
D. Schattschneider: In black and white: How to create perfectly colored symmetric patterns 
Z. B. Maksi6: Symmetry, hybridization and bonding in molecules 
E. R6zsa: Symmetry in Muslim arts 
K. Fichtner: Non-space-group symmetry in crystallography 
C. W. David: Voronoi polyhedra nd the docking problem 
D. K. Washburn: Pattern symmetry and colored repetition in cultural contexts 
J. Brandmiiller: Symmetry in archeology 
R. StOlevik, J. Brunvoll, B. Cyvin and S. Cyvin: Strange patterns generated from simple rules with possible 
relevance to crystallization and other phenomena 
A. L. Mackay and J. Klinowski: Towards a grammar of inorganic structure 
A. T. Fomenko: Symmetries of soap films 
A. Denes: Notes on a visual philosophy 
R. Chili6: Symmetry in polymer science 
S. J. Cyvin and I. Gutman: Kekul6 structures and their symmetry properties 
R. Lieberman: The Gapon formalism 
E Scharfenberg: On symmetries in the graphic art of Horst Bartnig 
J. Zvilna: Colored symmetries in space-time 
J. Kappraff: A course in the mathematics of design 
E. Makovicky: Symmetrology of art: Coloured and generalized symmetries 
L. A. Cummings: A recurring eometrical pattern in the early Renaissance imagination 
A. T. Balaban: Symmetry in chemical structures and reactions 
I. Hargittai and B. Chamberland: The VSEPR model of molecular geometry 
D. Blackmore: The mathematical theory of chaos 
